Plasticity of brainstem mechanisms of cough.
The cough reflex is a brainstem reflex, consisting of specific sensory afferent nerves which trigger the reflex, by transmitting the sensory input over vagal or laryngeal nerves to a brainstem circuitry which processes and ultimately transforms the sensory input into a complex motor output to generate cough. The first synaptic target for the primary cough-related sensory input is the second-order neurons in the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS). This position in the reflex pathway and intricate local circuits within the nucleus make it a strategic site where the sensory information can be modified. Plasticity at this synapse will change the nature of the output--exaggerating it, suppressing it or transforming it into some other complex pattern. This review integrates evidence implicating the NTS in exaggerated cough with proof of the concept that NTS neurons undergo plasticity to contribute to an exaggeration of cough.